Tom Dumoulin wielrenroute Zuid-Limburg

Race cycle route
94.3 km

Start- and endpoint
Decathlon, Roda J.C. Ring 67 te Kerkrade

Level of difficulty
Moeilijk

This is an official training tour of the former professional and former Giro winner Tom Dumoulin. If you cycle this tour, you will follow in the footsteps of Tom himself. In preparation for his big races such as the Giro and the Tour, he had to make a lot of training kilometers every year. Of course he did this in his own backyard: South Limburg. Tom lives just across the border in Kanne and from there he still travels in South Limburg. That makes sense because cycling is inextricably linked with South Limburg. The hills, altimeters and gradients have had a magnetic attraction for every cyclist for years.

Read more online

Discover many more itineraries on visitzuidlimburg.nl/routes